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Abstrat : In this paper researh projets based on the wide-eld CCD photometry performed in Piwnie
Observatory are disussed. The used telesopes, as well as dediated software pipeline for data redution
are presented. The prospets for ollaboration between Polish and Bulgarian institutes in the eld of
wide-eld photometry are also disussed.
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1 Introdution
Thanks to availability of large CCD detetors at a reasonable prie and rapid derease of the ost of the
omputing power needed for data redution many massive survey projets have been initiated for the last
deade. The way projets are performed depends signiantly on their sienti goals. The main topis
of these studies are: gravitational mirolensing events, variable stars, optial ounterparts of gamma-ray
bursts, planetary transits, supernovae, near-Earth objets, asteroids and omets. Nowadays even a very
simple telesope equipped with a low-ost ommerial CCD detetor and a telephoto lens an perform
many interesting sienti programs (Pazy«ski 1997). The All Sky Automated Survey (Pojma«ski 1997)
is an exellent example of suh a low-end projet disovering thousands of new variable stars.
The availability of large CCD detetors allowed to reativate Shmidt ameras and to use their apa-
bility of deep imaging wide and deep elds. These instruments are for example exellent tools for open
luster surveys (e.g. Sharma et al. 2006, Maiejewski & Niedzielski 2007). For many of them (half of
open lusters reorded in atalogues (Dias et al. 2002)) basi parameters, suh as age, reddening, and dis-
tane, still remain unknown. The eets of an evaporation of low-mass members and a mass segregation,
predited by the dynamis of lusters, are still unstudied for the majority of lusters. Thanks to Shmidt
ameras' apabilities, it is possible to obtain a omplete piture of a luster, not only its most dense enter
but also the expanded and sparse oronal region.
In this review two instruments  the Small Camera and the Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope, loated in
the Astronomial Observatory of the Niolaus Copernius University in Piwnie near Torun, Poland  are
presented. Their apabilities for wide-eld stellar photometry are disussed in Se. 2 and 3. In Se. 4 the
universal software pipeline for the automati data redution is presented.
1
2 Wide-eld photometry with a very small telesope
An observational projet alled Semi-Automati Variability Searh
1
(SAVS, Niedzielski et al. 2003, Ma-
iejewski & Niedzielski 2005) has been operated in the Piwnie Observatory sine 2002. It uses the existing
infrastruture of the observatory and very simple, low-end, dediated hardware. It is omposed of CCD
amera, simple optis, amera mount and a ontrol omputer. The main goal of the survey is to disover
new bright variable stars in the northern hemisphere. Despite of numerous surveys performed last deade,
thousands of bright (V < 14 mag) variable stars still remain undisovered.
Both SBIG ST-7XE and ST-8XE ommerial CCD ameras are used as detetors. The optial system
is onstituted by an ahromati telephoto Telezenitar-M 135/2.8. Suh a onguration, depending on the
CCD amera in use, results in a eld of view of 3 × 2 or 6 × 4 degree with a sale of 13.8 arse/pixel.
The ameras are equipped with lter wheels ontaining the Johnson-Cousins UBVRI lter set, losely
approximating the standard system. The observations are mainly olleted in V band. With the 240 s
exposures stars brighter than V = 14 mag an be monitored.
Meade LX200 telesope is used as a mount for positioning the amera at the required oordinates and
traking the sky rotation. The CCD amera with the lens is attahed at the top of the telesope tube.
The instrument, as well as the dome are ontrolled by a dediated omputer. The ustom-made software
runs in an automati mode performing observations of seleted elds. During daylight the telesope is set
to a standby mode. After twilight the traking is swithed on and regular observations start in remote
operation mode. The instrument is positioned at required oordinates of the rst program eld and then
exposure starts. While an aquired CCD image is being downloaded, ompressed on-the-y and saved on a
loal hard disk, the telesope is already slewing towards following target. The list of targets loops during a
night. Every eld is observed with a priority and at a frequeny set by an observer. Observations usually
last till dawn. The role of observer was redued to minimum. The human interation is required for
opening and losing dome's slit, inspeting aquired images and rejeting those of bad quality, arhiving
olleted data and nally running a software pipeline for data redution.
Between 2002-2006 more than 200 variables of various types were disovered. For more than 120 of
them the results have been published in numerous papers (e.g. Maiejewski et al. 2005). The eieny
of the survey is 1 new variable for about 500 monitored stars. The auray of olleted photometry in V
band is displayed in Fig. 1. For stars blighter than V = 11 mag, the typial error is lower than 0.03 mag.
For fainter stars it inreases as expeted, reahing about 0.15 mag for stars of V = 14 mag.
The SAVS projet is urrently used by students for eduational purposes, as well as for searhing new
variables in seleted elds and monitoring some interesting bright variables.
3 Deep-eld photometry with the 90-m Shmidt amera
The Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope, loated in our observatory, was upgraded in 2005 what allowed us
to use it in the Shmidt amera mode for wide and deep eld imaging. Its main mirror diameter is 90
m and foal length 180 m what makes it very similar to the Shmidt telesope loated at the National
1
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Figure 1: Magnitude error vs. magnitude diagram for 10000 stars monitored by the SAVS projet.
Astronomial Observatory (NAO) at Rozhen. The telesope is equipped with a orretion plate with a
60 m diameter and a eld-attening lens mounted near the foal plane. SBIG STL-11000 CCD amera
with a KAI-11000M CCD detetor (4008 × 2672 pixels × 9 µm) is used as a detetor. The amera is
equipped with a lter wheel ontaining standard UBVR Johnson-Cousins lters. The eld of view of the
instrument is 72 armin in delination and 48 armin in right asension with the sale of 1.08 arse per
pixel. The instrument is apable of reahing stars as faint as 19.5 mag in V with 10 minute exposures.
Due to onsiderable seeing (FWHM 56 arse), typial for our observing loation, the 2 × 2 hardware
binning is used to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio.
Our Shmidt amera was found to be an exellent tool for omplex studies of open lusters of diameter
between 5 and 20 armin. The reently performed Open Cluster Survey
2
(OCS, Maiejewski & Niedzielski
2007) is a projet whih aim is to determine basi astrophysial parameters desribing struture, dynamis
and evolution state of seleted open lusters. The statistial relations between some luster parameter
were investigated and ompared with theoretial preditions.
The instrument is also used for searhing variable stars in elds of seleted open lusters. This program
is performed in the ollaboration with our Bulgarian olleagues who use 70/50-m Shmidt telesope at
NAO at Rozhen. In every monitored eld tens of variables were disovered. Some of them belonging to
open lusters with the highest probability, are espeially valuable beause their light urve analysis provides
additional information on astrophysial parameters of star luster. The auray of the photometry
obtained in the survey is below 0.01 mag for stars brighter than V = 15 mag with 10 minute exposures.
As shown in Fig. 2, we ahieved errors below 0.1 mag for stars brighter than about V = 18.
4 Data redution pipeline
A dediated software pipeline was developed for the SAVS survey purposes. It is an easy-to-use and
intuitive software whih was reated for semi-automati redution, analysis of a large amount of CCD
images, and detetion of new variable stars. The pakage performs standard redution steps on raw
2
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Figure 2: Magnitude error vs. magnitude diagram obtained for stars monitored with the Shmidt-
Cassegrain Telesope.
CCD frames by removing instrumental eets suh as dark urrent and at-eld. In an automati way it
detets all stars in every frame and onduts preise astrometry for them by transforming instrumental
oordinates into equatorial. Dierential aperture photometry of all objets deteted in a CCD frame is
performed against seleted omparisons. The ode also arhives, manages and analyzes olleted data. In
a fully automati way it joins data points from single observations into extended databases ontaining all
redued observations.
The andidates for new variable stars are seleted using the analysis of variane (ANOVA) method
(Shwarzenberg-Czerny 1996). The searh for andidates is performed on all deteted stars what allows
us to nd variables with very small amplitudes, omparable to our photometri preision. Moreover, this
method redues the number of false andidates whih variability is atually generated for example by hot
pixels or osmi-ray events.
The software is under permanent development. It is used for omplete redution of images obtained
with our Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope, as well as exposures aquired from 70/50-m Shmidt telesope
at NAO at Rozhen. The pipeline is available at the SAVS sky survey web site.
5 Conlusion
In this review photometri surveys performed in Piwnie Observatory were summarized. The wide-eld
photometry with small telesope suh as the Small Camera used for SAVS survey, is a powerful tool
for eduational purposes and an still bring some valuable sienti results. The advantages of Shmidt
amera an be exploited in deep and wide eld investigations of open lusters. Due to ongenial sienti
programs and similarity of instruments loated at Piwnie Observatory and at NAO at Rozhen  the
90/60 m Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope and 70/50 Shmidt Telesope, respetively, fruitful ooperation
between Polish and Bulgarian sientists is foreseen.
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